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New Cases: 
2022 vs. 2021

Cases over the two-

week period from 

February 3 to February 

17 were approximately 

33% higher than the 

same period in 2021. 

Key Takeaways

COVID Incidence Rates by Vaccine Status

• The Omicron surge peaked in late January. Cases have generally declined over the past several weeks,

• People who are vaccinated and boosted continue to see considerably lower rates of COVID than people 

who have not received a booster and those who are not vaccinated.

• From Dec. 2 – Feb. 10, 1 in 10 unvaccinated people 5 and older have had COVID, and nearly 1 in 5 

unvaccinated people 65 and older have had COVID.

• During this period, people 5 and older who completed a vaccine series and received a booster were more 

than 60% less likely to get COVID than people who were unvaccinated, and people 65 and older who 

were vaccinated and boosted were 80% less likely to get COVID than unvaccinated people. 

From Dec. 2 – Feb. 17, 

people 65+ who were 

vaccinated and boosted 

were nearly 80% less 

likely to get COVID than 

people who were not 

vaccinated. During this 

time, nearly 1 in 5 people 

65+ who were not 

vaccinated had COVID. 
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Omicron accounts for 

80-95% of all cases in 

Ohio during this period.

Omicron accounts for 

80-95% of all cases in 

Ohio during this period.Unvaccinated

Vaccinated, 

not boosted

Vaccinated + boosted

Over the period from 

Dec. 2 – Feb. 17, people 

5 and older who were 

vaccinated and boosted 

were more than 60% less 

likely to get COVID than 

people who were not 

vaccinated. During this 

time, 1 in 10 people who 

were not vaccinated had 

COVID.
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COVID Hospitalizations and Deaths

Hospitalizations: Feb. 4 – Feb. 17, 2022

New Hospitalizations 12

Average Age (years) 59

Age Range 5-89

Deaths: Feb. 11– Feb. 17, 2022

Newly-reported Deaths 7

Average Age (years) 78

Age Range 54-97

Percentage of COVID Cases by Age Group

This chart shows the 

percent of cases in 

each age group 

compared to the 

percent that group 

represents of the 

overall population – for 

the pandemic overall, 

the past month and the 

past 2 weeks. Over the 

past two weeks, the 

percent of total cases

among people in the 60-69 and 70-79 age groups increased. During this time period, cases among both of 

these age groups were higher than for the pandemic overall.

COVID Hospitalization Incidence Rates for People 5 and Older by Vaccine Status

As case rates have decreased in recent weeks, hospitalization rates have followed. Hospitalizations among 

people who have not completed a vaccine series have declined over the past four weeks, and are now 

slightly higher than people who are vaccinated and those who are vaccinated and boosted. 


